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HED WEEKEND ACTIVITY AWARENESS
As you know, this weekend is one of the most troublesome times in the HED due to the increase patronage to the area in light of the BET Experience spilling from the downtown area into Hollywood. On top of that, several protest and marches along with a parade will be inside the HED area in the day time. Like many years before, alcohol and violent seems to go hand in hand. The below is what we have learned throughout the week and venues that are cater to the festivities. Advised our officers to be vigilant, increase awareness and BE SAFE.

June 24, 2016 (Friday)
Crazy Girls – BET Stripper Party (Roamer says the location is link to Rollin’ 60’s)

Playhouse – Location has increased security, including three additional uniform arm guards on motorcycles (Southwest patrol)

Argyle

Cosmo

Bicycle ride through Hollywood and Highland, moment of silent in front of the LGBT center at 2015 to 2030, before riding off eastbound, out of the HED. (Contact Brian Laim 818-277-2506)

June 25, 2016 (Saturday)
LA Culture Festival/Parade – 1000/1700 hours, hard closure on Hollywood Bl from Highland to Vermont. HED W6 will monitor.

Animal Right protest at H and H – 1300 hrs, Pro animal right group (approx. 150 attending)

Playhouse – Location has increased security, including three additional uniform arm guards on motorcycles (Southwest patrol)

Argyle

Cosmo

June 26, 2016 (Sunday)
Lure nightclub – Featuring “Future” for a day time party.
Blvd 3 – “40 oz and Waffles” 1300 – 1900 hours

March for Bernie – 1000 to 1800, CNN building assembly then walk from location N/B to Hollywood Bl and then back down to Sunset with hard street closure. City permit acquired.

Playhouse – Location has increased security, including three additional uniform arm guards on motorcycles (Southwest patrol)
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